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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is "Peer Affinity" on an Interceptor appliance?
A. Matching remote Steelhead appliances to a local Steelhead
appliance
B. The shipyard from which Riverbed is most likely to ship
Interceptor appliances
C. Deciding which of the two serial Interceptors handles more
traffic
D. Which parallel Interceptor appliance an Interceptor
appliance is most likely to forward traffic to
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Harvey would like to access data from TimeOff.nsf using the
Domino Access Services. What does he have to configure to be
able to access the data?
A. Harvey must allow Domino Data Service access in
TimeOff.nsf's access control list (Advanced section) and enable
the services on the server'sConfiguration document.
B. Harvey must allow Domino Data Service access in
TimeOff.nsf's access control list (Advanced section) and enable
the services in either theServer document or Internet Site
document.
C. Harvey must allow Domino Data Service access in
TimeOff.nsf's Application Properties and enable the services on
the server's Configurationdocument.
D. Harvey must allow Domino Data Service access in
TimeOff.nsf's Application Properties and enable the services in
either the Server documentor Internet Site document.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and Drop (Select and Place)
Explanation:
You are managing data migration from an existing Windows 7
computer to a new Windows 7 computer. You need to migrate user
and application data from the existing computer to the new
computer.
Which command should you run on the existing and new computers?
(To answer, drag the appropriate commands to the correct
location in the answer area.)
Select and Place:

Answer:
Explanation:
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